TEL .

(505) 471-7181

Date :
To :
From :
Re :

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

FAX . (505) 473-0614

April 30, 1992
ARS ELECTRONICA, Katharina
The Vasulkas, Inc ., MaLin
Loan forms

Please sign the enclosed forms and return immediately so that I may
send them to each of the exhibition lenders . You already have the
descriptions and values inhand so you know what the totla insurance
liability is .
Please let me know if you have any further
questions . We will ask each lender to return their signed yellow
copy to us and we will deliver them to ARS ELECTRONICA .
Thank you,
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INSURANCE REPLACEMENT
VALUE IN US $
ARS ELECTRONICA
will insure for the
Estimated Fair Market
(N .B . Lender's copy
Value : US$
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PHOTOGRAPHY & REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
Do you own the copyright to the work?

yes

no

If not, who does?
The lender hereby agrees to loan ARS ELECTRONICA the property described
herein for the purposes and subject to the terms and conditions set forth .
The lender acknowledges that s/he has full authority and power to make this
loan, and that he has read the conditions above and below, and that s/he
agrees to be bound by them .
Signature of lender
Signature of borrower
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date

title

date

ARS ELECTRONICA FESTIVAL EXHIBITION INCOMING LOAN AGREEMENT
Conditions and terms
CARE AND PRESERVATION
ARS ELECTRONICA (AE) will give property left in its custody the same care provided to similar property of its own. AE will
verify accuracy of condition notes as provided by the Vasulkas on video tape, AE will assess the condition of the property
when it is shipped from Iowa City and this will constitute the condition of the property at the time of the loan . AE will
give prompt notice to the lender in case of loss to the property at the time of receipt or while in the custody of AE .
TRANSPORTATION AND PACKING
AE certifies that the property lent will be packed safely for return and that the cost of transportation will be borne by
them . Customs regulations will be adhered to by AE and AE is responsible for import/export requirements .
DISPLAY
The loaned property will remain in the possession of AE for the time specified . Acceptance of this does not imply that the
loan property will be placed on public display . The exhibition period does not necessarily coincide in full with the loan
period indicated in the Agreement.
INSURANCE
AE will insure the loaned property
location) for the amount specified
the usual standard exclusions such
sustained due to/or resulting from

from May 11th, 1992 (while in transit and during the period of the loan at the exhibition
by the lender against all risks of physical lose or damage from any external causes except
as wear and tear, gradual deterioration, insects, vermin, inherent vice or damage
the repair or restoration process, and all extremes conditions such as rebellion or war.

PUBLICITY i PHOTOGRAPHY
Unless otherwise notified in writing by the lender, AE shall have the right to photograph, telecast and reproduce loan
property and pertinent documents and photographs for education, catalogue and publicity purposes .
RETURN OF LOANS
Upon expiration of the loan period, the property will be returned to the original lender, his authorized agent or legal
successor .
Unless AE is notified in writing to the contrary, loans will be returned to the address as stated in the upper
portion of this agreement .

(N .B . Lender's copy is BLUE .
Please return YELLOW copy to Vasulkas, Inc .
Rt . 6, Box 100, Santa Fe, NM 87501 . Vasulkas, Inc . will deliver all signed
copies received by them to ARS ELECTRONICA)

Letter of clarification
LIVA Linzer VeranstaltungsgesellschaftmbH, Untere Donaulande 7,
A-4020 Linz, declares that it will take over the costs for
insurance and transportation of the machines listed by Vasulkas
Inc . in their letter from March 20, page 2 thru 6, which will
kindly be provided by artists and institutions to Vasulkas Inc .
to be shown at the festival in Linz (June 22 thru July 5,
1992) . The period for the insurance lasts from May 4 thru the
day of the machines' return after the exhibition . The
insurance includes the way from Iowa City, USA, to Linz ,
Austria and back to the places listed by Vasulkas Inc .
Linz, April 2,

1992

Linzer VeranstaltungsgesellschaftmbH
i .A .
(Magf. Brigitte Vasicek)
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TEL .

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

Steina Vasulka
c/o Brucknerhaus LIVA
Fax : 011 732/28 37 45
Dear Steina,
Help! I have been asked by lenders to the exhibition about
loan agreements . As you know, I have been requesting loan
procedures from ARS ELECTRONICA from almost the first day . They
have never even acknowledged my inquiry, much less responded to
my concerns . However, we have reached a critical point .
If
there are no loan agreements between ARS ELECTRONICA and the
lenders, and the lenders have only dealt with Vasulkas Inc ., it
would be logical that the lenders will hold the Vasulkas, Inc .
totally responsible for their equipment and its presentation .
Is
this an acceptable legal burden for Vasulkas, Inc . - What do you
think?
Apparently ARS ELECTRONICA feels that they have
satisfied their commitment by writing the brief letter that
states their intention to insure and return the equipment to the
lenders . Attached to our contract was a list of the "General
Conditions," but they are written for the festival events at
Brucknerhaus and for the most part are not pertinent to the
"Pioneers" exhibition .
I'm enclosing a sample loan form that I
have assembled, but it must be sent to the lenders by ARS
ELECTRONICA, not us .
I do not know how to respond to the lenders any more, as we
can no longer put off their request for loan forms .
Please discuss this with the appropriate person and let us
know the name of that person, very soon .
Woody will talk to you tomorrow about the catalogue .
Please
get me the name of the person working on the catalogue . We need
to make a few essential changes in the text and I want to target
the right person . Thanks . . .

